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Abstract: Fatigue state usually leads to slow reaction of the human body and its thoughts. It is an
important factor causing significant decline in the working ability of workers, an increase in error
rate and even major accidents. It would have a more negative impact in an artificial atmospheric
environment. The effective prediction of fatigue can contribute to improved working efficiency and
reduce the occurrence of accidents. In this paper, a prediction method of human fatigue in an artificial
atmospheric environment was established, combining as many as eight input parameters about
the cause and effect of human fatigue based on a dynamic Bayesian network in order to achieve a
relatively comprehensive and accurate prediction of human fatigue. This fatigue prediction method
was checked by experimental results. The results indicate that the established prediction method
could provide a relatively reliable way to predict a worker fatigue state in an artificial atmospheric
working environment.
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1. Introduction

Fatigue is a sensation of lack of physical strength and poor spirit. Once a person is
tired, the body and mind will become dull. Fatigue can also be summarized as an extremely
complex physiological and psychological state of the human body from the perspective
of work or labor, which means that a significant decline occurs in the person’s working
ability, and they are unable or unwilling to continue working. Fatigue usually manifests in
the imbalance of human physiological and psychological functions, a decline in human
working ability, an increase in error rate and so on. In some developing countries, the
number of people suffering from fatigue is increasing year by year due to high work
intensity. The main reason is the fatigue state caused by long-term overwork, mental
tension, improper rest and so on [1–3]. Fatigue state in work conditions is usually an
important reason for accidents. According to statistics, 20% of traffic accidents in China
result from fatigue driving [4]. On the other hand, it may be difficult for people to recognize
that they are in a fatigue state. Even if they do, they do not pay much attention to the
impact of fatigue. According to a survey in Canada, 58% of drivers admit that they continue
to drive when they feel tired or sleepy [5]. An effective prediction of fatigue state can assist
in improving work efficiency and can reduce accidents.

The commonly used human fatigue prediction methods mainly judge whether the
worker is in fatigue state by performing real-time target characteristic detection, then
processing and calculating the detected data. According to different target characteristics,
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human fatigue state prediction methods can be classified by methods based on worker
physiological characteristic parameters, methods based on worker behavior and facial
features and methods based on multi-feature fusion and so on.

Generally, the fatigue state of workers can be recognized through several physiological
characteristics [6–10]. The fatigue prediction method based on physiological characteristics
is performed through the detection of physiological characteristics, including electroen-
cephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG) and electromyography (EMG), and the
feature extraction and analysis of the signals. The recognition of worker fatigue is based
on the analysis and comparison between the detected data and data in a non-fatigue state.
Luo et al. [11] presented an adaptive multi-scale entropy feature extraction fatigue driv-
ing a prediction algorithm based on an adaptive scaling-factor acquisition algorithm and
entropy-feature-extraction algorithm using collected forehead EEG data of car drivers. They
verified the effectiveness of the algorithm through experiments. Markus et al. [12] com-
pleted the fatigue prediction using a low-cost ECG sensor for worker heart rate variability
calculation. Wang et al. [13] performed fatigue recognition through collecting worker EMG
of biceps femoris and selecting the EMG peak factor as the feature for fatigue recognition.
They stimulated the hand abductor muscle and thumb flexor muscle of workers in order to
reduce fatigue.

Fatigue prediction methods based on human behavior and facial features mainly
conduct fatigue judgment according to key information on human behavior and facial
features acquired by computer vision recognition, including head location, blink frequency
and mouth movement, and the processing of this information. Based on the characteristic
that the opening range of eyes becomes smaller and the blinking frequency becomes lower
during fatigue, Xu et al. [14] proposed a method to detect the fatigue degree of drivers
by tracking their eye movements. Poursadeghiyan et al. [15] suggested a fatigue state
prediction method that detects facial expression and eye position through the Viola–Jones
algorithm. Then, they collected the characteristics, including the driver’s blink duration
and frequency, through eye tracking technology. He et al. [16] developed and verified
a sensor-based sleepiness detection system. Their system used the sensor to collect the
driver’s blink frequency, and judged whether the driver was in fatigue through analysis and
processing of the collected data. According to the changes in human mouth characteristics
in fatigue state, Knapik et al. [17] presented a fatigue driving detection method based on
thermal imaging technology. This method detected the driver’s fatigue state according to
yawning recognized by a yawning thermal model. Its main advantage was that it would
not interfere with the driver’s work.

Considering that there are great limitations in the prediction of fatigue state according
to single-feature information, and reliability and accuracy, detection methods based on
multi-feature information fusion were proposed in recent years. Currently, fatigue detec-
tion methods based on multi-feature information fusion mainly focused on physiological
multi-feature information fusion, worker behavior and face multi-feature information
fusion, and different types of multi-feature information fusion. Fu et al. [18] proposed a
dynamic fatigue prediction model based on a Hidden Markov Model in which a variety of
physiological signals were involved. In this model, the fatigue state was predicted through
the calculation of collected EEG, ECG and respiration signals. Hong et al. [19] suggested a
fatigue prediction method via EEG measurement in the ear canal, combining conventional
photoplethysmography (PPG) and ECG. Ma et al. [20] constructed a worker fatigue predic-
tion system based on multiple characteristics. The system performed fatigue prediction
through the acquisition and analysis of eye movement, ECG, EMG and grip force.

At present, researchers are also interested in performing human state prediction
through the neural network method. For example, Pimenta et al. [21] constructed a fatigue
prediction method through neural network. In this method, fatigue prediction is conducted
by collecting the data related to the individual’s interaction with the computer. This
research provided a non-invasive system for the continuous mental fatigue classification,
which can support effective and efficient fatigue management initiatives, especially in the
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desk working situation. Champa et al. [22] established a human behavior prediction model
based on an artificial neural network through handwriting analysis. In this model, personal
traits could be predicted automatically by analyzing an individual’s handwriting with the
aid of a computer without human intervention.

Recently, some studies were carried out to develop fatigue prediction methods based
on a Bayesian network. Actually, a Bayesian network is a pattern inference model that
can directly reflect the interdependence and causal transformation relationship between
variable nodes and effectively combine graph theory and probability theory. It can re-
veal the complex reasoning problem of joint probability distribution among system vari-
ables into a series of relatively independent causal reasoning modules to reduce the
computational complexity.

Based on a dynamic Bayesian network, this paper constructs a prediction method
of human fatigue from the cause and effect of human fatigue, combining several factors
including physiological characteristics, psychological characteristics, working performance
and working environment. The innovation of this method consists of the following aspect.
This method is constructed based on the cause and effect of human fatigue, and consists
of as many as eight input parameters, including human body condition parameters and
working condition parameters. The fact that many input parameters are involved make it
possible to achieve a relatively comprehensive and accurate prediction. In order to verify
the accuracy of this prediction method, experiments are performed by recruiting volunteers
to participate in an artificial atmospheric environment for a couple of days, and the results
indicate that this prediction model is able to make a relatively accurate prediction of human
fatigue during long-time work.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Principle of Human Fatigue Prediction during Work in an Artificial Atmospheric Environment

Human fatigue prediction is a complex, multi-dimensional representation problem.
Since there is currently no ideal characteristic indicator and method to reveal human fatigue
state in an artificial atmospheric environment, it is necessary to select indicators for human
fatigue prediction from human fatigue analysis considering human working performance,
cognition, psychology and physiology. Human fatigue prediction can be divided into the
reason of human fatigue (i.e., reason layer) and the result of human fatigue (i.e., result
layer). Referencing to the previous research [7,23–28], the reason layer is divided into four
indicators, namely sleep quality (A1), working environment (A2), circadian rhythm (A3)
and human fatigue at the previous time (A4). The result layer is divided into five indicators,
namely working performance (B1), cognitive performance (B2), psychological performance
(B3), EEG signal (B4) and ECG signal (B5). On this basis, the human fatigue prediction
method will be constructed, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Fatigue Prediction Model Based on Bayes Network
2.2.1. Bayes Network

Bayesian network is a pattern inference model based on Bayesian theory, combining
graph theory and probability theory effectively. Combining the intuitiveness of graph
theory and the relevant knowledge of probability theory, a Bayesian network can quantita-
tively express uncertain hidden variables, parameters or states in the form of probabilistic
reasoning, which is difficult to observe. The computational complexity is reduced by disas-
sembling the complex reasoning problem of joint probability distribution between system
variables into a series of relatively independent causal reasoning modules. Therefore,
Bayesian network and the extended Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) model are one
of the most effective theoretical models in the field of information fusion for uncertain
knowledge expression and reasoning. Due to these characteristics, this paper uses DBN
network to establish the human fatigue prediction method [7,23–28].
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Figure 1. SBN human fatigue prediction model.

The multiple information fusion prediction process of human fatigue state using
Bayesian network is a probabilistic reasoning process used to predict human fatigue state
from the cause and effect of human fatigue. Based on the above analysis, this paper
firstly establishes the Static Bayesian Network (SBN) and defines the nodes in the network,
as follows. The reason layer child nodes contain three reason variables, namely sleep
quality (A1), working environment (A2) and circadian rhythm (A3). The reason layer
parent node is the human fatigue risk characterization variable, R, determined by the
above reason variables. The result layer child nodes contain five result variables, namely
working performance (B1), cognitive performance (B2), psychological performance (B3),
EEG signal (B4) and ECG signal (B5). The query variable is human fatigue prediction result,
F. This network includes the following two types of network parameters. The first type is
the conditional probability, P(F|R), describing the relationship between the reason layer
parent node parameter, R, and the query variable, F. The second type is the conditional
probabilities, P(B1|F), P(B2|F), P(B3|F), P(B4|F) and P(B5|F), describing the relationship
between the query variable, F, and result layer child nodes. Hence, the SBN model is
established as shown in Figure 1.

However, the above SBN model does not involve the time factor and the correlation
of variables in time series. Therefore, it is not suitable for time-varying systems [25,29–31].
Considering that the human fatigue state is a continuous process in time, the time factor
is added to the above SBN model to form a dynamic probability reasoning model with
the function of processing time series data, namely the DBN [7,23–28]. The DBN is the
expansion of SBN in time series and is constructed by multiple static Bayes Network
(BN) slices interacting in time series. Each BN slice represents one probabilistic reasoning
network at a time. The relationship between two adjacent BN slices is established according
to the hidden Markov model, so that the implicit variable, Ft, in the Bayesian network at
time t is not only related to the values of the parent node and child node variables observed
at time t, but is also affected by the value of the implicit variable, Ft−1, at time t−1. Based
on this, the above SBN model is expanded in time series to obtain the human fatigue state
prediction model based on DBN, as shown in Figure 2.
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2.2.2. Origins and Values of Probabilities in the Model

The variable values in each node in the above DBN are defined according to the
following method. In order to express the states of reason layer child nodes, we use
Ai = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) to indicate normal sleep quality (A1), normal working environment (A2)
or daytime circadian rhythm (A3). Correspondingly, Ai = 1 (i = 1, 2, 3) indicates poor
sleep quality (A1), poor working environment (A2) or night circadian rhythm (A3). In
order to express the states of result layer child nodes, we use Bi = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) to denote
working performance, cognitive performance or psychological performance improvements
compared with the previous time, and Bi = 1 (i = 1, 2, 3) to denote working performance,
cognitive performance or psychological performance deteriorations compared with the
previous time. We use Bi = 0 (i = 4, 5) to indicate that rhythm of EEG (B4) or LF/HF of ECG
(B5) is higher than that at the previous time. Correspondingly, Bi = 1 (i = 4, 5) indicates
that the rhythm of EEG (B4) or LF/HF of ECG (B5) is greater than or equal to that at the
previous time, and Bi = 2 (i = 4, 5) indicates that rhythm of EEG (B4) or LF/HF of ECG (B5)
decreases compared to that at the previous time. The human fatigue risk characterization
variable, R, is designed as the reason layer parent node determined by various dimensions.
Finally, Ft = 1 or Ft = 0 is designed as the query variable to reveal whether the worker is in
fatigue state or not.

According to the previous research [7,23–28], the values of the conditional probability,
P(F|R), are shown in Table 1, and the values of the conditional probability, P(Ft|Ft−1),
are shown in Table 2. Among the conditional probabilities between the query variable, F,
and result layer child nodes, P(B1|F), P(B2|F) and P(B3|F), were determined by previous
experiments, and P(B4|F) and P(B5|F) were determined by previous research [27], as
shown in Table 3.

Table 1. Values of the conditional probability, P(F|R).

Condition
P(F = 1|R)

Sleep Quality (A1) Working Environment (A2) Circadian Rhythm (A3) R

Good Good Daytime (0,0,0) 0.05

Night (0,0,1) 0.15

Poor Daytime (0,1,0) 0.27

Night (0,1,1) 0.51

Poor Good Daytime (1,0,0) 0.77
Night (1,0,1) 0.88

Poor Daytime (1,1,0) 0.89
Night (1,1,1) 0.98
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Table 2. Values of the conditional probability, P(Ft|Ft−1).

Condition
P(Ft = 1|Ft−1)

Fatigue State at the Previous Time Ft−1

Alertness 0 0.1425

Fatigue 1 0.8587

Table 3. Values of the conditional probability, P(Bi|F) (i = 1,2,3,4,5).

Condition
P(Bi|F) (i = 1,2,3)

Fatigue State F

Alertness 0 P(B1 = 0|F = 0) = 0.5072 P(B1 = 1|F = 0) = 0.4928
P(B2 = 0|F = 0) = 0.618 P(B2 = 1|F = 0) = 0.382

P(B3 = 0|F = 0) = 0.5373 P(B3 = 1|F = 0) = 0.4627
P(B4 = 0|F = 0) = 0.91 P(B4 = 1|F = 0) = 0.08 P(B4 = 2|F = 0) = 0.01
P(B5 = 0|F = 0) = 0.93 P(B5 = 1|F = 0) = 0.06 P(B5 = 2|F = 0) = 0.01

Fatigue 1 P(B1 = 0|F = 1) = 0.4893 P(B2 = 1|F = 1) = 0.5107
P(B2 = 0|F = 1) = 0.4954 P(B2 = 1|F = 1) = 0.5046
P(B3 = 0|F = 1) = 0.1284 P(B3 = 1|F = 1) = 0.8716

P(B4 = 0|F = 1) = 0.01 P(B4 = 1|F = 1) = 0.08 P(B4 = 2|F = 1) = 0.91
P(B5 = 0|F = 1) = 0.01 P(B5 = 1|F = 1) = 0.06 P(B5 = 2|F = 1) = 0.93

2.2.3. Prior Estimation of Human Fatigue Risk

1. Test and quantitative method of child nodes in the reason layer

The child nodes in the reason layer, as described above, contain sleep quality (A1),
working environment (A2) and circadian rhythm (A3). The probabilities, P(Ai = j) (i = 1, 2, 3
j = 0, 1), from the quantization of these indicators are designed as input variables of this
model. The quantifying method of child nodes are described below.

1© Sleep quality (A1)
A sleep quality evaluation is conducted by filling in the sleep quality evaluation scale.

Sleep quality is divided into 1~4 levels, where level 1 or 2 represent good sleep quality, and
level 3 or 4 represent poor sleep quality. Obviously, P(A1 = 0) equals 1 for 1 or 2 level and
P(A1 = 1) equals 1 for 3 or 4 level.

2©Working environment (A2)
The working environment can be divided into temperature and noise, which are

measured during the work. The probability of a good or poor working environment,
P(A2 = j) (j = 0,1), related to temperature and noise, is determined [7,23–28] as shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Values of the probability, P(A2 = 1).

Condition
P(A2 = 1)

Temperature Noise

High High 0.94

Normal 0.8

Normal High 0.73

Normal 0.1

3© Circadian rhythm (A3)
Circadian rhythm is divided into daytime working (8:00~20:00) and night working

(20:00~8:00 of the next day). Obviously, P(A3 = 0) equals 1 for daytime working and
P(A3 = 1) equals 1 for night working.
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2. Prior estimation of human fatigue risk

In this model, the probability distribution of the query variable of human fatigue at
time t, Ft, depends on Rt and Ft−1. In other words, Rt and Ft−1 are two parent nodes of
Ft. We use P(Ft|Rt,Ft−1) to express human fatigue prior estimation with known A1, A2, A3
and Ft−1. According to the total probability formula, the prior probability distribution of Ft
can be expressed as the following:

P(Ft|Rt, Ft−1) ∝ ∑
r

∑
f

P(Ft|Rt = r, Ft−1 = f )P(Rt = r)P(Ft−1 = f )

=
1
∑

i=0

1
∑

j=0

1
∑

k=0

1
∑

f=0
P(Ft|Rt = (i, j, k))P(Ft|Ft−1 = f )P(A1 = i)P(A2 = j)P(A3 = k)P(Ft−1 = f )

(1)

2.2.4. Prediction of Human Fatigue

1. Test and quantitative method of child nodes in reason layer

The result layer child nodes, as described above, include working performance (B1),
cognitive performance (B2), psychological performance (B3), EEG signal (B4) and ECG
signal (B5), and the parameter Bi,t (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) from the quantization of these indicators
are designed as input variables of this model. The quantifying method of each child node
is described below.

1©Working performance (B1)
The Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MATB) task is conducted through the NASA-

developed MATB-II platform based on multi-task situational operations to evaluate the
work performance and workload of workers [32]. During the work, the MATB was per-
formed. Its response time and accuracy rate were calculated. The ratio of reaction time to
accuracy rate, b1, is used to reveal working performance. The input variable B1,t at time t
depends on the comparison between the above ratio at present and at the previous time.
Specifically, B1,t = 0 when b1,t > b1,t−1, and B1,t = 1 when b1,t ≤ b1,t−1.

2© Cognitive performance (B2)
The Psychomotor Vigilance Test (PVT) is conducted during the work, and the reaction

time, b2, is calculated in order to indicate the cognitive performance [33]. The input variable
at time t, B2,t, depends on the comparison between the reaction time at present and that at
the previous time. Specifically, B2,t = 0 when b2,t > b2,t−1, and B2,t = 1 when b2,t ≤ b2,t−1.

3© Psychological performance (B3)
A psychological performance evaluation is conducted by filling in the Positive and

Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) scale, where positive and negative emotions are evalu-
ated [34,35]. The score by positive emotion minus negative emotion, b3, is used to indicate
psychological performance. The input variable at time t, B3,t, depends on the comparison
between the score at present and that at the previous time. Specifically, B3,t = 0 when
b3,t > b3,t−1, and B3,t = 1 when b3,t ≤ b3,t−1.

4© EEG signal (B4)
An EEG test is performed during the work, and the α rhythm value, b4, is calculated

to indicate the EEG signal. The input variable at time t, B4,t, depends on the comparison
between the α rhythm at present and at the previous time. Specifically, B4,t = 0 when
b4,t > b4,t−1, B4,t = 1 when b4,t = b4,t−1, and B4,t = 2 when b4,t < b4,t−1.

5© ECG signal (B5)
The ECG test is performed during the work, and the LF/HF value, b5, is calculated

to indicate the ECG signal. The input variable at time t, B5,t, depends on the comparison
between LF/HF at present and at the previous time. Specifically, B5,t = 0 when b5,t > b5,t−1,
B5,t = 1 when b5,t = b5,t−1, and B5,t = 2 when b5,t < b5,t−1.
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2. Prediction of human fatigue

According to the previously calculated human fatigue prior estimation, P(Ft|Rt,Ft−1),
and result layer child nodes, further human fatigue evaluation can be conducted. Firstly,
according to the Bayesian formula:

P(Ft|B1,t, B2,t, B3,t, B4,t, B5,t, Rt, Ft−1) =
P(B1,t, B2,t, B3,t, B4,t, B5,t, Rt, Ft−1|Ft)P(Ft)

P(B1,t, B2,t, B3,t, B4,t, B5,t, Rt, Ft−1)
(2)

Considering the conditional independence between reason layer parent nodes, Rt,
Ft−1 and result layer child nodes, Bi,t (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), further conversion is carried out
according to the Bayesian formula, as follows:

P(Ft|B1,t, B2,t, B3,t, B4,t, B5,t, Rt, Ft−1)

=
P(B1,t ,B2,t ,B3,t ,B4,t ,B5,t |Rt ,Ft−1,Ft)P(Rt ,Ft−1|Ft)P(Ft)

P(B1,t ,B2,t ,B3,t ,B4,t ,B5,t ,Rt ,Ft−1)

=
P(B1,t ,B2,t ,B3,t ,B4,t ,B5,t |Ft)P(Ft |Rt ,Ft−1)P(Rt ,Ft−1)

P(B1,t ,B2,t ,B3,t ,B4,t ,B5,t)P(Rt ,Ft−1)

=
P(B1,t ,B2,t ,B3,t ,B4,t ,B5,t |Ft)P(Ft |Rt ,Ft−1)

P(B1,t ,B2,t ,B3,t ,B4,t ,B5,t)

(3)

Considering that the prior probability distribution of node Ft depends on parent nodes
Rt and Ft−1, and the conditional independence among child nodes, the joint probability
distribution of result layer child nodes can be expressed as follows based on the total
probability formula:

P(B1,t, B2,t, B3,t, B4,t, B5,t) =
1
∑

f=0
P(B1,t, B2,t, B3,t, B4,t, B5,t|Ft = f )P(Ft = f )

=
1
∑

f=0
P(B1,t, B2,t, B3,t, B4,t, B5,t|Ft = f )P(Ft = f |Rt, Ft−1)

=
1
∑

f=0
(

5
∏
i=1

(P(Bi,t|Ft = f ))P(Ft = f |Rt, Ft−1)

(4)

Substitute Equation (4) into Equation (3) to obtain the final fatigue prediction as follows:

P(Ft|B1,t, B2,t, B3,t, B4,t, B5,t, Rt, Ft−1) =

(
5

∏
i=1

P(Bi,t|Ft))P(Ft|Rt, Ft−1)

1
∑

f=0
(

5
∏
i=1

P(Bi,t|Ft = f ))P(Ft = f |Rt, Ft−1)

(5)

3. Subjective evaluation of human fatigue

The subjective evaluation of human fatigue in this paper is performed by requesting
subjects to fill in the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS), which is widely used in the sub-
jective evaluation of human fatigue [36–38]. During the work, the subjects are requested
to fill in the KSS, and human fatigue subjective evaluation, Et, is calculated according to
KSS score, St: Et = (St−1)/8. The accuracy of the prediction method of human fatigue is
evaluated by comparing P(Ft = 1|B1,t,B2,t,B3,t,B4,t,B5,t,Rt,Ft−1) and Et.

3. Experimental Verification of Prediction Method

In this paper, the accuracy of this prediction method of human fatigue is evaluated
through an experiment. In the experiment, 15 subjects numbered 1~15 were asked to
complete 9 days of isolated living in a simulated cabin, during which they completed
tasks and tests. The atmospheric environment was controlled artificially through the
environmental control system of the simulated cabin. Subjects were divided into three
classes: Subjects 1~5 for Group 1, Subjects 6~10 for Group 2 and Subjects 11~15 for Group
3. Different working time, activity time and rest time were arranged for different groups,
where working time included two periods every day, as shown in Figure 3. In each working
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period, the MATB task and the PVT task were performed, and the KSS scale and PANAS
were filled in by subjects. In order to obtain EEG and ECG data, subjects were asked to
wear EEG caps and ECG test equipment while working. In addition, subjects filled in the
sleep evaluation scale at the end of their sleep.
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4. Results and Discussion

In order to determine the changing trend in human fatigue over time, the mean fatigue
subjective evaluation of all subjects for each day is calculated according to experimental
results, as shown in Figure 4. In this figure, the changing human fatigue trend in our
experiments is divided into three stages. Human fatigue subjective evaluation values in
Stage 2 and Stage 3 are higher than those in Stage 1. In other words, subjects tend to be
more fatigued with the increase in experimental time.
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Figure 4. Mean fatigue subjective evaluation.

In order to verify the accuracy of this prediction method, the changes in human
fatigue probability, P(Ft = 1|B1,t,B2,t,B3,t,B4,t,B5,t,Rt,Ft−1), and subjective evaluation, Et, are
compared according to the model prediction and experimental results. Due to limitations on
the article space, only the data of three subjects, Subjects 2, 9 and 15, are shown in Figure 5.
Different subjects have different sensations regarding fatigue. In general, however, the
changes in Et for the majority of subjects are consistent with the general trend. It can be seen
from Figure 5 that this prediction method can make a relatively good prediction of human
fatigue for each subject in each section. The mean prediction errors for Subjects 2, 9 and 15
are 29.8%, 18.9% and 14.4%, respectively. It can be seen from both model prediction results
and experimental results that most subjects tend to be more fatigued in Stage 2 and Stage 3
than in Stage 1. This indicates that the human fatigue prediction method established in this
paper could predict the human fatigue changing trend with time. Through the comparison
of human fatigue between daytime working and night working, it can be concluded that
subjects usually feel more fatigued during night work than during daytime work. This can
also be predicted by the established model. According to the above analysis, this model
can be used as a relatively reliable worker fatigue prediction method.
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Figure 5. Comparison between P(Ft = 1|B1,t,B2,t,B3,t,B4,t,B5,t,Rt,Ft−1) and Et. (a) Subject 2;
(b) Subject 9; (c) Subject 15.

In this study, a fatigue prediction method considering eight input parameters is
constructed to predict worker fatigue state comprehensively and accurately. Compared
with the previous studies on worker fatigue prediction, the advantage of this method mainly
consists of the following aspects. Firstly, compared with the prediction methods based on a
single characteristic, including the fatigue driving prediction algorithm of Luo et al. [11]
and the fatigue degree detection method of Xu et al. [14], this fatigue prediction method,
based on eight characteristics, is a combination of cause and effect of human fatigue, which
can achieve relatively comprehensive fatigue prediction. Secondly, compared with fatigue
prediction methods based on a single characteristic, including physiological characteristics,
behavioral features or facial features, this method usually has higher accuracy. Thirdly,
compared with fatigue prediction methods based on facial features, such as the fatigue
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state prediction method of Poursadeghiyan et al. [15], this method would hardly interfere
with the worker’s work. On the other hand, relatively mature methods for measurement
and analysis of the characteristics have been selected in this fatigue prediction method.

Although this prediction method has the aforementioned advantages, further research
is needed to improve the prediction performance of this method. Generally, relatively
accurate predictions can be realized, and the changing trend in human fatigue value can be
predicted by this model. However, relatively large differences between fatigue prediction
results and subjective evaluation results still can be observed infrequently, especially for
Subjects 2 and 9. In order to improve the prediction accuracy to a higher level, further
research is expected to be performed in the future.

5. Conclusions

This research constructs a human fatigue prediction method for work in an artificial
atmospheric environment based on a dynamic Bayesian network, focusing on the reason
for and effect of human fatigue. Furthermore, an experiment is conducted requesting
that subjects complete tasks in the artificial atmospheric environment, and this prediction
method is verified through comparison between prediction results and experimental results.
The following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The fatigue prediction results are close to subjective evaluation results. The mean
prediction error is relatively low for each subject. It shows that this method can
make a relatively accurate prediction of human fatigue in each period, which can be a
relatively reliable worker fatigue prediction method. Considering eight different char-
acteristics, this method can make a relatively comprehensive and accurate prediction
of human fatigue. To improve the prediction performance, it is necessary to perform
further research in the future.

(2) Workers tend to be more fatigued as time goes on, according to prediction results
and subjective evaluation results. This method can accurately predict changes in the
human fatigue trend over time.
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